Stones Fall

John Stone, a man so wealthy that in the
years before World War One he was able
to manipulate markets, industries and
indeed whole countries and continents, has
been
found
dead
in
mysterious
circumstances. His beautiful young widow
commissions a journalist to carry out an
unusual bequest in his will but as he begins
his research he soon discovers a story far
more complex than he could have ever
imagined... As the story moves backwards
through time, from London in 1909 to Paris
in 1809, before concluding in Venice in
1867, the mystery of John Stones life and
loves begins to unravel. The result is a
spellbinding novel that is both a quest for
the truth, a love story that spans decades
and a compelling murder mystery.

Summary: This big, sweeping novel ticks a lot of boxes. Written in the style of many of the classics, its a bitter-sweet
love story, crossing bothA review of the historical novel Stones Fall by Iain Pears.Dive deep into Iain Pears Stones Fall
with extended analysis, commentary, and discussion.NPR coverage of Stones Fall by Iain Pears. News, author
interviews, critics picks and more. To call Stones Fall complex is to call the Sahara desert sandy. Like the other Pears
novel Ive read its very long, told by multiple narrators andAt his London home, John Stone falls out of a window to his
death. A financier and arms dealer, Stone was a man so wealthy that he was able to manipulateEditorial Reviews. From
Publishers Weekly. Starred Review. British author Pears matches the Stones Fall: A Novel - Kindle edition by Iain
Pears. Download itStones Fall has 5938 ratings and 846 reviews. Laura said: Well, all you Iain Pears fans can relax -hes written a terrific book again. (I say this as His latest, Stones Fall, is no exception. The title refers to a mysterious
English industrialist named John Stone (given a peerage, and known A review, and links to other information about and
reviews of Stones Fall by Iain Pears.A tour de force in the tradition of Iain Pears international bestseller, An Instance of
the Fingerpost, Stones Fall weaves a story of love and high finance into the The 19th-century banking system is at the
heart of Iain Pearss new historical thriller and, as you might expect, money and sex come intertwined21 quotes from
Stones Fall: A company is a moral imbecile. It has no sense of right or wrong. Any restraints have to come from the
outside, from laws a Jake Kerridge enjoys Stones Fall by Iain Pears, a novel about rich bankers. Stones Fall ripples out
from one mans death - London financier John Stones suspicious plummet from his study window in March, 1909 - but
Stones Fall is such a book. Its a mystery, a novel of character and a recreation of the past, all in one. There are passages
which echo Buchan Stones Fall, a long novel by Iain Pears, the British writer best known for An Instance of the
Fingerpost, gives the reader the expected As a historical thriller, Stones Fall begins conventionally enough. It is
London, 1909, and John Stone, a wealthy financier and armamentsAt his London home, John Stone falls out of a
window to his death. A financier and arms dealer, Stone was a man so wealthy that he was able to
manipulateAmazon??????Stones Fall: A Novel??????????Amazon?????????????Iain Pears???????????????????????Buy
Stones Fall by Iain Pears from Amazons Fiction Books Store. Everyday low prices on a huge range of new releases and
classic fiction. Stones Fall is a novel that defies the readers expectations throughout. Upon finishing it, my first reaction
was to flip straight back to the
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